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Abstract The association rules, discovered by traditional

support–confidence based algorithms, provide us with

concise statements of potentially useful information hidden

in databases. However, only considering the constraints of

minimum support and minimum confidence is far from

satisfying in many cases. In this paper, we propose a fuzzy

method to formulate how interesting an association rule

may be. It is indicated by the membership values belonging

to two fuzzy sets (i.e., the stronger rule set and the weaker

rule set), and thus provides much more flexibility than

traditional methods to discover some potentially more

interesting association rules. Furthermore, revised algo-

rithms based on Apriori algorithm and matrix structure are

designed under this framework.

Keywords Association rule � Interest measure �
Fuzzy set � Data mining

1 Introduction

Mining association rules, an important and hot area of data

mining, is to analyze the data in a database to discover

potentially interesting association relationships. An asso-

ciation rule (Agrawal et al. 1993) is a probabilistic rela-

tionship, with the form X ) Y between sets of database

attributes, where X and Y are sets of items and termed as

itemsets, and X \ Y ¼ ;: It is inferred empirically from

examination of records in the database. Such a rule reveals

that transactions in the database containing items in X tend

to contain items in Y, and the probability, measured as the

fraction of the transactions containing X also containing Y,

is called the confidence of the rule. The support of the rule

is the fraction of the transactions that contain all items in

both X and Y.

These two properties, support and confidence, provide

the empirical basis for derivation of the inference expres-

sed in the rule, and a measure of the interest in the rule

(Goulbourne et al. 2000). The support for a rule expresses

the number of records within which the association may be

observed, while the confidence expresses this as a pro-

portion of the instances of the antecedent of the rule. In

practical investigations, it is usual to regard these rules as

interesting only if the support and confidence exceed some

threshold values. Hence the problem may be formulated as

a search for all association rules within the database for

which the required support and confidence levels are

attained (Coenen et al. 2004).

However, only considering the constraints of minimum

support and minimum confidence is far from satisfying in

many situations. Consider the following two cases:

• Missing potentially interesting rules if the minimum

support threshold is too high, many strong affinity

patterns involving items with low support levels are

missed (Hastie et al. 2001). Such patterns are useful for

capturing associations among rare but expensive items

such as caviar and vodka or necklaces and earrings
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(Xiong et al. 2003). In this case, weaker constraints

than usual are often needed in order to discover the

potential interesting association rules with low support.

Because there could also exist useful association rules

in the infrequent itemsets besides frequent itemsets in a

database.

• Discovering redundant rules with no interest not all

association rules satisfying the constraints of minimum

support and minimum confidence are consequentially

interesting. It is argued that a rule X ) Y is unlikely to

be of interest no matter how high the confidence, if the

antecedent X and consequent Y are approximately

independent (Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991). An extreme

example is that if the support of Y is 1, with any

itemset X whose support exceeds the minimum support,

the rule X ) Y be treated as an interesting rule.

However, Y always occurs independently on whether X

appears in fact. In this case, stronger constraints than

usual are often needed in order to reduce the redundant

rules with no interest.

The traditional support–confidence based algorithms for

association rule mining estimate the interest of a rule by

checking whether it satisfies the constraints of minimum

support and minimum confidence. Sometimes, this frame-

work results in the undesirable outcome as shown above. In

this point of view, we employ the fuzzy approach to for-

mulate how interesting an association rule may be. It is

indicated by the membership values belonging to two fuzzy

sets (i.e., the stronger rule set and the weaker rule set). The

idea behind these two fuzzy sets is that, the weaker rule set

is empowered with the potential to discover more inter-

esting rules in the first case by weakening the constraints,

while the stronger rule set is presented with stronger con-

straints to reduce the redundant rules in the second case,

and thus provide much more flexibility than traditional

methods to discover some potentially more interesting

association rules.

For this purpose, in addition to the support and confi-

dence, a measure named dependence is employed as the

third criterion to indicate that whether an association rule is

interesting. This measure, proposed by Piatetsky-Shapiro

(1991), mainly considers whether the antecedent and con-

sequent of a rule are approximately independent. It is

integrated into the traditional support–confidence frame-

work to form the stronger rule set and weaker rule set.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

reviews some related works. Section 3 formulates a

framework for interest measure based on fuzzy sets. Sec-

tion 4 proposes the revised algorithms for mining stronger

and weaker rules in the new framework. Section 5 illus-

trates the algorithms by using a concrete example. Section

6 gives a concise discussion on the performance of the

proposed method. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes this paper

with a summary, and some directions for future work are

also stated in this section.

2 Related works

Being a hot area of data mining, association rule mining

has attracted a great amount of interest. A considerable

variety of algorithms for discovering association rules have

been proposed. For example, Srikant and Agrawal (1996)

proposed a method to mine association rules from those

with quantitative and categorical attributes. The method

deals with quantitative attributes by fine partitioning the

values of the attribute and combining adjacent partitions as

necessary. In addition, they introduced measures of partial

completeness which quantify the information lost due to

partitioning. Brin et al. (1997) studied the correlations of

association rules and proposed measuring significance of

associations via the cm-squared test for correlation from

classical statistics, enabling a measure that is upward

closed in the itemsets lattice. This helps to narrow down

the mining problem to the search for a border between

correlated and uncorrelated itemsets in the lattice. Yun

et al. (2003) studied the tools discovering the association

rules and proposed a technique discovering the association

rules for significant rare data that appeared infrequently in

the database but were highly associated with specific data.

With the rapid development of data mining techniques

and tools, many researchers become more focused on

finding alternative patterns. Padmanabhan and Tuzhilin

(1998, 1999) proposed methods that could discover unex-

pected patterns in data by using domain knowledge in a

systematic manner. Focusing on this, they proposed new

methods for revealing a minimal set of unexpected patterns

that discover orders of magnitude fewer patterns and yet

retain most of the truly interesting ones (Padmanabhan and

Tuzhilin 2000). Zhou and Yau (2007) proposed two simple,

practical and effective schemes to mine association rules

among rare items and the algorithm can also be applied to

frequent items with bounded length. Liu et al. (1999)

addressed the problem of finding weak patterns (i.e., reli-

able exceptions) from databases and proposed simple and

efficient approach. Using deviation analysis to identify

interesting exceptions and explore reliable ones, this is

flexible in handling both subjective and objective excep-

tions. Hussain et al. (2000) presented a method for mining

exception rules based on a new measure which estimates

interestingness relative to its corresponding common sense

rule and reference rule. Wu et al. (2004) and Yuan et al.

(2002) studied negative association rules, respectively. Wu

et al. (2004) presented an efficient method for mining both

positive and negative association rules in databases. The
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method extends traditional associations to include associ-

ation rules, which indicate negative associations between

itemsets. Yuan et al. (2002) presented a rule discovery

algorithm that found a useful subset of valid negative rules

and employed a hierarchical graph-structured taxonomy of

domain terms in generating negative rules.

Also, quite a few researchers proposed fuzzy mining

algorithms based on fuzzy set theory in recent years. Hong

et al. (1999) proposed a new data-mining algorithm for

extracting interesting knowledge from transactions stored

as quantitative values. Yue et al. (2000) proposed a method

to mine fuzzy association rules with weighted items. They

introduced two new algorithms which made use of a metric

called the k-support bound in the mining process to handle

the problem. However, the downward closure property of

the support measure in the unweighted case no longer

existed. Au and Chan (2005) presented the problem of

mining changes in association rules and proposed to per-

form data mining in the discovered association rules so as

to reveal the regularities governing how the rules change in

different time periods and to use linguistic variables and

linguistic terms to represent the changes in the discovered

association rules. Hu et al. (2003) proposed a new algo-

rithm, named fuzzy grids-based rules mining algorithm, to

generate fuzzy association rules from a relational database.

The algorithm consists of two phases: one to generate the

large fuzzy grids and the other to generate the fuzzy

association rules.

In this paper, we employ the fuzzy approach to formu-

late how interesting an association rule may be. Different

from the most related works on fuzzy association rules,

where the fuzzy approach is applied to deal with quanti-

tative attributes, we use the term ‘‘fuzzy’’ to implicate that

the interest of a rule is not precise, but only approximately.

It is indicated by the membership values of a rule

belonging to two fuzzy sets. A measure, which mainly

considers whether the antecedent and consequent of a rule

are approximately independent, is integrated into the tra-

ditional support–confidence framework to form the fuzzy

stronger rule set and fuzzy weaker rule set. Furthermore,

revised algorithms based on Apriori algorithm and matrix

structure are designed under this framework of fuzzy

interest measure.

3 Interest measure based on fuzzy sets

In this section, we propose a framework for estimating the

interest of a rule based on fuzzy sets. For the convenience

of formulation, some preliminaries about the fuzzy sets and

some basic operations on them are introduced first. And

then, we employ the fuzzy approach to form a framework

for interest measure. It is formulated in detail following the

introduction of preliminaries.

3.1 Fuzzy sets and basic operations

Fuzzy sets have been introduced by Zadeh (1965) as an

extension of the classical notion of set. In classical set theory,

an element either belongs or does not belong to a set. In

contrast, fuzzy set theory permits the gradual assessment of

the membership of elements in a set. It is described with the

aid of a membership function valued in the real unit interval

[0,1]. Fuzzy sets generalize classical sets, since the indicator

functions of classical sets are special cases of the member-

ship functions of fuzzy sets, if the latter only take values 0 or

1 (Dubois and Prade 1988). In the fuzzy set theory, classical

bivalent sets are usually called crisp sets.

In a formal definition of a fuzzy set, presupposing that

U ¼ fxg is the universe of discourse, a fuzzy subset, ~A of

U, is defined by a function, l ~A; in the ordered pairs:

~A ¼ fx; l ~AðxÞg for each x 2 U; ð1Þ

where the relation l ~A; is termed as a membership function

defining the grade of membership x in ~A; and x 2 U

indicates that x is an element contained in U. For all l ~A; l ~A

takes on the values between and including 0 and 1. An

element mapping to the value 0 means that the member is

not included in the fuzzy set, 1 describes a fully included

member. Values strictly between 0 and 1 characterize the

fuzzy members. For 8a 2 ½0; 1�; the set

ð ~AÞa ¼ Aa ¼ fxjl ~AðxÞ� ag ð2Þ

is called the a-cut set of ~A: It is a crisp set. If a ¼ 1; the

a-cut set A1 is called the kernel of the fuzzy set ~A: The set

fxjl ~AðxÞ[ 0g is called the support of ~A:
Consider fuzzy sets ~A and ~B on the universe U, whose

membership function are l ~A and l ~B; then some basic

operations are formulated as follows.

Inclusion ~A is said to be included in ~B; denoted as ~A �
~B; if l ~A� l ~B holds for each x 2 U:

Equality ~A and ~B are equal, denoted as ~A ¼ ~B; if and

only if l ~A ¼ l ~B holds for each x 2 U:

Intersection of ~A and ~B; with the notation ~A \ ~B; is

defined by

l ~A\ ~BðxÞ ¼ minðl ~AðxÞ; l ~BðxÞÞ ¼ l ~AðxÞ ^ l ~BðxÞ ð3Þ

Union of ~A and ~B; with the notation ~A [ ~B; is defined by

l ~A[ ~BðxÞ ¼ max l ~AðxÞ; l ~BðxÞ
� �

¼ l ~AðxÞ _ l ~BðxÞ ð4Þ

3.2 Fuzzy stronger rule set and weaker rule set

Let I ¼ fI1; I2; . . .; Img be a set of literals called items. Let

D be a set of transactions where any transaction T 2 D is a
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set of items such that T � I: Each transaction is associated

with a unique identifier TID. A transaction, T [ D contains

a set of items or an itemset, X � I; if X � T : The support

of X, denoted as S(X), is the number of transactions that

contain all items in X (often expressed as a proportion of

the total number of records). An association rule, denoted

by R, is an expression of the form X ) Y; where X � I;

Y � I and X \ Y ¼ ;: The support of an association rule

X ) Y is that SðRÞ ¼ SðX [ YÞ: The confidence of R is the

ratio: ConðRÞ ¼ SðRÞ
SðXÞ:

As discussed in Sect. 1, the minimum support threshold

is critical to the results of association rules mining. How-

ever, this threshold is usually not so easy to be determined

appropriately. Thus, we employ the fuzzy approach to

entitle the decision-maker to making a approximate

description about the threshold of support. For example, a

rule with support higher than a certain value is very

important and interesting for me, whereas the interests in

the rules with a lower support are vague. Thus, we extend

the conventional frequent set to a fuzzy frequent set. For an

item or itemset, whether it is large or frequent can be

formulated by its membership value in the fuzzy frequent

set ~F that

~F ¼ fX; l ~FðXÞg ð5Þ

where l ~FðXÞ is the membership function of an itemset X in

the fuzzy set ~F: It is defined as

l ~FðXÞ ¼
SðXÞ

t sup if SðXÞ\t sup

1 if SðXÞ� t sup

�
ð6Þ

where t sup is a parameter predefined by users, reflecting

the threshold of being absolutely frequent. Namely, if the

support attains the threshold t sup; it is fully included in

the set ~F; being treated as an absolutely frequent itemset.

These absolutely frequent itemsets form the kernel of ~F;
i.e., F1 ¼ fXjl ~FðXÞ ¼ 1g:

Similarly, we define a fuzzy confident set ~C as

~C ¼ fR; l ~CðRÞg ð7Þ

where l ~CðRÞ is the membership function of a rule R in the

fuzzy set ~C: It is defined as

l ~CðRÞ ¼
0 if ConðRÞ� l con

ConðRÞ�l con
u con�l con if l con\ConðRÞ\u con

1 if ConðRÞ�u con

8
<

:
ð8Þ

where l con and u con are two parameters predefined by

users, reflecting their interests in the rules with different

confidence. It implies that a rule with confidence higher

than a certain value (e.g. u con), may be of great or special

importance and significance for their decision-making,

while a rule with much lower confidence (e.g. lower than

l con) is insignificant, and the interests in the rules

between these two extreme types are rising corresponding

with the increase of confidence. The kernel of ~C consists of

the rules whose confidence is not less than u con; while the

support of ~C consists of the rules with confidence

exceeding l con:

Now consider the second case mentioned in Sect. 1.

According to the probability theory, X1 and X2 are inde-

pendent if PðX1X2Þ ¼ PðX1Þ � PðX2Þ: Similarly, for a rule

X ) Y ; if SðX [ YÞ � SðXÞ � SðYÞ (here the support is

expressed as a proportion), X and Y are also approximately

independent, and thus the rule would be not interesting

(Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991). To operationalize this concept,

Wu et al. (2004) define an interestingness function

interestðX; YÞ ¼ jSðX [ YÞ � SðXÞ � SðYÞj and a threshold

mi. If interestðX; YÞ�mi; the rule X ) Y is of potential

interest. Since the term ‘‘interest’’ is a general concept,

which can be indicated by support and confidence (as in the

traditional support–confidence framework) or other mea-

sures, here we prefer to use the term ‘‘dependence’’ to denote

this character. And then, the interest of a rule is evaluated

based on the dependence together with support and confi-

dence. Formally, the dependence of a rule R is defined as

DepðRÞ ¼ jSðRÞ � SðXÞ � SðYÞj ð9Þ

A fuzzy dependent set ~D is

~D ¼ fR; l ~DðRÞg ð10Þ

where l ~DðRÞ is the membership function of a rule R in the

fuzzy set ~D: It is defined as

l ~DðRÞ ¼
DepðRÞ
t dep if DepðRÞ\t dep

1 if DepðRÞ� t dep

�
ð11Þ

where t_dep is a predefined threshold for the dependence.

For a k-itemset X ¼ ðI1; I2; . . .; IkÞ; k� 2; we denote the

dependence of this itemset as

DepðXÞ ¼ jSðXÞ � SðI1Þ � SðI2Þ � � � SðIkÞj ð12Þ

For the convenience of evaluating the interest of a rule

under the three criteria (i.e., support, confidence and

dependence), the fuzzy stronger rule set and weaker rule

set are defined as follows, based on the fuzzy frequent set
~F; fuzzy confident set ~C and fuzzy dependent set ~D:

Definition 1 Fuzzy stronger rule set fSR :

fSR ¼ ~F \ ~D \ ~C ð13Þ

Definition 2 Fuzzy weaker rule set gWR :

gWR ¼ ð ~F [ ~DÞ \ ~C ð14Þ

3.3 Interest measure based on the two rule sets

After the formulation of the fuzzy stronger rule set and

weaker rule set, it is easy to evaluate the interest of a rule
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based on these two fuzzy set. For any ruleR, its interest can
be indicated by the membership values ofR in fSRand gWR:
From the formulation above, we have

l eSR
ðRÞ ¼l ~FðRÞ ^ l ~DðRÞ ^ l ~CðRÞ ð15Þ

and

l fWR
ðRÞ ¼ ðl ~FðRÞ _l ~DðRÞÞ l̂ ~CðRÞ ð16Þ

For a rule, if l eSR
ðRÞ ¼1; it implies that it is

‘‘absolutely’’ a stronger rule, under the three criteria of
support, con�dence and dependence. Whereas if
l eSR

ðRÞ\ 1; it is not a fully stronger rule, andl eSR
ðRÞ

suggests the degree of it to be a stronger rule.
In addition tol eSR

ðRÞ; l fWR
ðRÞcan be seen as an auxil-

iary variable of it to evaluate the interest. While a rule is
not fully a stronger rule,l fWR

ðRÞevaluates it with weaker

constraints instead of that for stronger rules.
For the two fuzzy setsfSRand gWR; it is easy to get the

following properties of them.

Property 1 gWR� fSR
Property 2 The kernel of fSR consists of the rules that
SðRÞ � t sup; DepðRÞ � t dep; andConðRÞ � u con:
Property 3 The kernel ofgWR consists of the rules that
SðRÞ � t sup and ConðRÞ � u con; or DepðRÞ � t dep
andConðRÞ � u con:

4 Algorithms for mining stronger and weaker rules

In this section, revised algorithms based on Apriori algo-
rithm and matrix structure are designed, under the frame-
work of considering constraints of support, con�dence and
dependence.

4.1 A matrix structure

Since the Apriori algorithm should scan a database many
times to �nd out all frequent itemsets, which makes the
algorithm somewhat inef�cient in practice, we employ a
matrix structure (Yuan and Huang2005) to denote the
transactions in a database for association rule mining.

As de�ned in Sect.3.2, I ¼ f I1; I2; . . .; Img is a set of
items, containing all the possible items in a database. Any
transactionT 2 D is a set of items such thatT � I ; thus a
transaction Ti can be denoted as a vector thatTi ¼
ðti1; ti2; . . .; timÞ; where

tij ¼
1 if Ij 2 Ti

0 if Ij 62 Ti

�
for 1 � j � m ð17Þ

It means that if a transactionTi contains the itemIj, then
tij ¼ 1; or elsetij ¼ 0:

DeÞnition 3 Supposing there aren transactions in total,
then D can be written as an 	 m matrix such that
D ¼ ðT1; T2; . . .; TnÞT:

After the database being transformed into a matrix, the
following process for association rule mining can be han-
dled on this matrix. Based on the matrixD, some opera-
tions are formulated as follows.

Proposition 1 For a 1-itemset Ik; 1 � k � m; its support
in D is

SðIkÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

tik ð18Þ

Proposition 2 For a k-itemset ðI1; I2; . . .; IkÞ; 1\ k � m;
its support in D is

SðI1 _ I2 _ � � � _ IkÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

Yk

j¼1

tij ð19Þ

It is easy to see Proposition 2 holds true, because that only
when all items inf I1; I2; . . .; Ikg appear inTi,

Q k
j¼1 tij ¼ 1;

or else
Q k

j¼1 tij ¼ 0:

4.2 Algorithm for mining stronger rules

We �rst focus on how to mine the fully stronger rules
(i.e., l eSR

ðRÞ ¼1). The following algorithm is considered
with stronger constraints of support, con�dence and
dependence, and thus the redundant rules, whose ante-
cedent and consequent are approximately independent, are
reduced.
Algorithm 1 (Mining stronger rules)
Input : D, t sup; u con; t dep
Output : Stronger association rules

(1) CalculateS(Ij) for each itemIj ; 1 � j � m:
(2) Form the setL1 ¼ f Ij jSðIjÞ � t sup; 1 � j � mg:
(3) For ðk ¼ 2; Lk 6¼ ; ; k þ þÞ

(3.1) By joining the (k - 1)-itemsets inLk� 1 to
k-itemsets, generate the candidate setCk.
(3.2) Calculate the support and dependence of each
k-itemset inCk.
(3.3) For eachk-itemsetX 2 Ck; if SðXÞ\ t supor
DepðXÞ\ t dep; delete it fromCk.
(3.4) Lk  Ck

(4) For ðk ¼ 2; Lk 6¼ ; ; k þ þÞ

(4.1) Generate candidate rules fromLk.
(4.2) Calculate the con�dence and dependence of
each candidate rule.
(4.3) Output the rules thatConðRÞ � u con and
DepðRÞ � t dep:
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Algorithm 1 shows how to mine the fully stronger rules

based on the matrix D. It should be noted that a fact can be

adopted to effectively reduce the candidate itemsets in step

(3.1) while generating candidate set Ck. I.e., if a ðk � 1Þ-
itemset is not in Lk�1; then any k-itemset containing this

(k - 1)-itemset cannot be large, and thus can be deleted

from Ck.

4.3 Algorithm for mining weaker rules

Now we focus on mining weaker association rules. The

following algorithm discovers all the rules that lfWR
ðRÞ ¼

1: For the rules discovered under weaker constraints,

additional information that its membership value belonging

to the fuzzy stronger rule set, l eSR
ðRÞ; is provided for users

to further evaluate its interest.

Algorithm 2 (Mining weaker rules)

Input: D, t sup; l con; u con; t dep

Output: Weaker association rules, l eSR
ðRÞ

(1) Calculate S(Ij) for each item Ij; 1� j�m:

(2) Form the set L1 ¼ fIjjSðIjÞ[ 0; 1� j�mg:
(3) For ðk ¼ 2; Lk 6¼ ;; k þþÞ

(3.1) By joining the (k - 1)-itemsets in Lk-1 to k-

itemsets, generate the candidate set Ck.

(3.2) Calculate the support and dependence of each

k-itemset in Ck.

(3.3) Delete the k-itemsets whose support is 0.

(3.4) For each k-itemset X 2 Ck; if SðXÞ\t sup

and DepðXÞ\t dep; delete it from Ck.

(3.5) Lk  Ck

(4) For ðk ¼ 2; Lk 6¼ ;; k þþÞ

(4.1) Generate candidate rules from Lk.

(4.2) For each candidate rule R, calculate S(R),

Con(R) and Dep(R).

(4.3) Calculate l ~FðRÞ; l ~CðRÞ and l ~DðRÞ:
(4.4) Output the rules that lfWR

ðRÞ ¼ 1:

(4.5) For each output rule, calculate l eSR
ðRÞ:

5 An example

In this section, we take the supermarket shopping-basket

analysis for example to illustrate the algorithms presented

above. A transaction database is shown in Table 1. In this

database, each record is a representation of a single shop-

ping transaction, recording the set of all items purchased in

that transaction.

It is assumed that t_sup = 0.3 (the support is expressed

as a proportion of the total number of records in the fol-

lowing discussion), l con ¼ 0:5; u con ¼ 0:6; t dep ¼
0:02:

From Definition 3, we can transform this database into a

matrix that

D ¼

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

0

BBBBBBBBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCA

¼

11001

01011

01100

11010

10100

01100

10100

11101

11100

2

6666666666664

3

7777777777775

ð20Þ

Based on the matrix D, Algorithm 1 mines the stronger

rules as follows.

First, find out all the large items in D, and get that

L1 ¼ fI1; I2; I3; I5g:
Then, by taking the joining step of Apriori, generate the

candidate 2-itemsets from L1 and get the candidate set C2.

All candidate 2-itemsets in C2 are shown in Table 2.

Next, calculate the support of each 2-itemset in C2. The

results are also shown in Table 2. Comparing the value

with the threshold of support, and get that L2 ¼
fðI1I2Þ; ðI1I3Þ; ðI2I3Þ; ðI2I5Þg:

After forming the set L2, then repeat the joining step

(i.e., the step (3.1) in Algorithm 1) to generate the

Table 1 Set of transactions in a database

TID Items bought

T1 I1, I2, I5

T2 I2, I4, I5

T3 I2, I3

T4 I1, I2, I4

T5 I1, I3

T6 I2, I3

T7 I1, I3

T8 I1, I2, I3, I5

T9 I1, I2, I3

Table 2 Candidate 2-itemsets

2-Itemsets S(X) t sup ¼ 0:3 Dep(X) t_dep = 0.02

(I1, I2) 4/9 [ 6/81 [
(I1, I3) 4/9 [ 0 \
(I1, I4) 1/9 \ 3/81 [
(I1, I5) 2/9 \ 0 \
(I2, I3) 4/9 [ 6/81 [
(I2, I4) 2/9 \ 4/81 [
(I2, I5) 3/9 [ 6/81 [
(I3, I4) 0 \ 12/81 [
(I3, I5) 1/9 \ 9/81 [
(I4, I5) 0 \ 6/81 [
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candidate set C3 from L2. By joining the 2-itemsets (i.e.,

ðI1I2Þ; ðI1I3Þ; ðI2I3Þ; ðI2I5Þ) in L2, we have 3 possible

3-itemsets, i.e., ðI1I2I3Þ; ðI1I2I5Þ; ðI2I3I5Þ: Since (I1I5) is not

in L2; ðI1I2I5Þ cannot be large. Similarly, since ðI3I5Þ is not

in L2; ðI2I3I5Þ cannot be large. Therefore, C3 ¼ fðI1I2I3Þg:
Then, find out all the large 3-itemsets in C3. We get L3 ¼ ;
and have found out all large itemsets by now.

Based on the large itemsets, candidate rules can be

generated. By checking whether they satisfy the constraints

of confidence and dependence, interesting rules are found

out. In this example, the rules discovered by Algorithm 1

are I1 ) I2; I3 ) I2; I5 ) I2:

Similar to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 mines the associ-

ation rules with weaker constraints. In this example, the

rules discovered by Algorithm 2 are I1 ) I2; I3 ) I2; I5 )
I2; I1 ) I3; I4 ) I2; I1 ^ I5 ) I2; I3 ^ I5 ) I2; I5 ) I2 ^ I3:

The results of Algorithms 1, 2, and the Apriori algorithm

under the traditional support–confidence framework are

compared in Table 3. Since Algorithm 1 mines stronger

rules with stronger constraints than Apriori, whereas

Algorithm 2 mines weaker rules with weaker constraints

than Apriori, Algorithm 1 discovers less rules than Apriori,

and Algorithm 2 discovers more rules than Apriori.

Considering the rule I1 ) I3; it is discovered by tradi-

tional Apriori algorithm, whose support and confidence

both attain the threshold. However, its dependence is 0, i.e.,

SðI1 _ I3Þ � SðI1Þ � SðI3Þ ¼ 0: So it is treated as that I1 and

I3 are approximately independent, and thus I1 ) I3 would

be not interesting. Therefore, it is ignored by Algorithm 1

as a redundant rule.

Comparing the results of Algorithm 2 with that of

Algorithm 1 and Apriori, much more rules are discovered

by Algorithm 2, as shown in Table 3. It is easy to see that it

is because of the weaker constraints. With these weaker

constraints, Algorithm 2 produces more weaker rules (rare

but informative item rules besides rules generated by fre-

quent items), which may be potentially useful for users.

Taking the rule I4 ) I2 for instance, its confidence is 1 and

may be of particular interest for users. However, it cannot

be discovered by the traditional Apriori algorithm. For a

weaker rule, the value of l eSR
ðRÞ may provide additional

valuable information. It implies the degree of a weaker rule

to be a stronger one.

In a word, the three algorithms, Apriori and algorithms

for mining stronger rules and weaker rules, can be selected

and adopted in practice according to different problems and

situations. With its own different characters, they provide

much more flexibility for users to discover some poten-

tially more interesting association rules.

6 Performance analysis

As stated above, the proposed fuzzy method to formulate

the interest of an association rule provides flexibility to

discover some potentially more interesting rules. The

proposed algorithms can be selected and adopted in prac-

tice according to different problems and situations.

Concerning the efficiency of the algorithms, it is easy to

see that the algorithm for mining stronger rules is better

than the Apriori algorithm under the traditional support–

confidence framework, since the candidate set to be

checked in the algorithm with stronger constrains is a

subset of that in the Apriori algorithm; whereas the algo-

rithm for mining weaker rules is worse than the Apriori

algorithm. However, it is naturally a trade-off problem

between the efficiency and the capability to discover more

valuable information. More rules to be discovered, more

time would be consumed by these algorithms.

To improve the efficiency of the algorithm for mining

weaker rules, some subsidiary processes can be adopted for

some particular problems and situations in practice, such as

data preprocessing, specifying and restricting the mining

task. As it is known that to generate the candidate itemsets

Table 3 Association rules discovered by different algorithms

Association rules S(R) Con(R) Dep(R) l eSR
ðRÞ Stronger rules Traditional Apriori Weaker rules

I1 ) I2 4/9 2/3 6/81 1
p p p

I3 ) I2 4/9 2/3 6/81 1
p p p

I5 ) I2 3/9 1 6/81 1
p p p

I1 ) I3 4/9 2/3 0 0
p p

I4 ) I2 2/9 1 4/81 0.74
p

I1 ^ I5 ) I2 2/9 1 4/81 0.74
p

I3 ^ I5 ) I2 1/9 1 2/81 0.37
p

I5 ) I2 ^ I3 2/9 2/3 6/81 0.74
p

The symbol ‘‘
p

’’ in the table denotes that the rule in this row can be discovered by the algorithm in this column where ‘‘
p

’’ located. ‘‘Stronger

rules’’ refers to Algorithm 1, which mines the stronger rules. ‘‘Traditional Apriori’’ refers to the Apriori algorithm under the traditional support–

confidence framework. ‘‘Weaker rules’’ refers to Algorithm 2, which with weaker constraints to mine weaker rules
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for association rule mining may induce the combinatorial

explosion problem, focus interest on some particular items

and remove the redundant rules that not contain any one of

these interesting items will remarkably improve the algo-

rithm’s efficiency.

To illustrate these ideas, some experiments on the

‘‘mushroom’’ data set are made. The ‘‘mushroom’’ data set

used in our experiment is prepared for frequent itemset

mining by Roberto Bayardo (it is available from

http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/) from the UCI data sets

(Asuncion and Newman 2007). The number of items and

transactions in the data set are 119 and 8,124, respectively.

The experiments are implemented on a PC machine with

1.86 GHz Pentium Dual CPU and 1 GB memory, running

on MATLAB 7.0.1(R14). We first transform the data set

into a matrix structure as presented in the Sect. 4.1.

Threshold u con and t dep are set to 0.95 and 0.02,

respectively. To avoid generating a huge amount of rules, it

is limited that each rule to be discovered contains at most

three items, and is with the form ‘‘item A ) item B’’ or

‘‘item A and B ) item C’’. The results of the three algo-

rithms (i.e., the algorithm for mining stronger rules, that for

weaker rules, and Apriori) with various support thresholds

are shown in Table 4.

It is obvious to see that, at the same support level, the

algorithm for mining stronger rules discovers the least

rules, whereas the algorithm for mining weaker rules pro-

duces much more than the two others. Meanwhile, the

execution time for stronger rule mining is also the least,

and that for weaker rule mining is the most. These results

are consistent with the former discussion. Figure 1 shows

the compare of execution time of the three algorithms.

Furthermore, as mentioned above, we pay special

interest on the rarely appeared items in the data set next. As

shown in Table 5, there are totally 30, 29 and 23 items

whose support is less than 0.02, 0.015 and 0.01,

Table 4 Results of the three algorithms at various support levels

t sup 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1

(a) Algorithm 1: mining stronger rules

# Discovered rules 2 2 3 34 666

Execution time (s) 0.562 0.875 5.765 27.922 125.531

(b) Traditional Apriori algorithm

# Discovered rules 10 31 122 554 3,951

Execution time (s) 0.703 1.125 6.891 36.766 282.515

(c) Algorithm 2: mining weaker rules

# Discovered rules 1,979 2,000 2,140 2,709 5,768

Execution time (s) 545.141 546.250 550.828 568.391 758.547
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Fig. 1 Performance compare of the three algorithms

Table 5 Results of weaker rule mining based on rare items

Rare item set \0.02 \0.015 \0.01

# Items 30 29 23

# Discovered rules 31 30 1

Execution time (s) 191.031 185.625 146.297
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Fig. 2 Performances of the algorithm for weaker rule mining based

on different item sets
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respectively. We employ the algorithm for weaker rule

mining to discover rules that contains at least one rare item.

t dep is set to 0.008. For the three rare item sets (i.e.,

fIjSðIÞ\0:02g; fIjSðIÞ\0:015g and fIjSðIÞ\0:01g), 31,

30 and 1 weaker rule is discovered, respectively. Corre-

spondingly, the execution time, respectively, is 191.031,

185.625 and 146.297. It can be seen that the performance is

effectively improved. It is compared with that of based on

all items (the results are shown in Table 4(c)) in Fig. 2. It

should be noted that since the support of the rules to be

discovered based on rare items cannot exceed that of the

rare items, the threshold t sup has no impact on the result

and performance of the algorithm when it is more than the

support of these rare items. And thus the performances of

the algorithm for weaker rule mining based on the three

rare item sets are three horizontal lines, being shown in

Fig. 2.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the problem of mining

stronger and weaker association rules from a database. For

this purpose, in addition to the support and confidence, a

measure named dependence is employed as the third cri-

terion to indicate that how interesting an association rule

may be. The interest is measured based on the membership

values of it belonging to the fuzzy stronger rule set and

weaker rule set. With this fuzzy interest measure, the new

framework provides much more flexibility than traditional

methods to discover some potentially more interesting

association rules. Furthermore, revised algorithms based on

Apriori algorithm and matrix structure, considering the

constraints of three criteria are proposed. In order to reduce

the times of scanning the database, we adopted a matrix

structure in the algorithms.

Concerning the study of this paper, there are still some

promising directions for the future work. For example,

multiple minimum support, multiple minimum confidence

and multiple minimum dependence can be introduced into

the algorithms, which takes the difference of item fre-

quency into account. Our future work will focus on the

efficiency enhancement of the algorithms with the practice

of such criteria as above.
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